Modeling the entrainment of self-oscillating gels to periodic mechanical deformation.
Polymer gels undergoing the oscillatory Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction are one of the few synthetic materials that exhibit biomimetic mechano-chemical transduction, converting mechanical input into chemical energy. Here, we consider self-oscillating BZ gels that are subjected to periodic mechanical forcing, and model the entrainment of the oscillatory gel dynamics to this external stimulus. The gel size is assumed to be sufficiently small that the chemo-mechanical oscillations are spatially uniform. The behavior of the system is captured by equations describing the kinetics of the oscillatory BZ reaction in the gel coupled to equations for the variations in gel size due to the inherent reaction and imposed force. We employ the phase dynamics approach for analyzing the entrainment of the BZ gel to force- and strain-controlled compressive deformations. The phase response curves are obtained using Malkin's method, and time-averaging is applied to extract the slow phase dynamics caused by the periodic forcing. We demonstrate that the entrainment of the self-oscillating BZ gel is sensitive to the chemo-mechanical coupling in gel, the mode of deformation, and the level of static compression. Kuramoto's model of phase oscillators is shown to be applicable if the external forcing is purely harmonic.